
Additions and enhancements in BRAHMS  v7.6  
 

BRAHMS 7.6 updates include a host of minor additions and improvements built up over the last year. There 

have been a series of builds within 7.6, responding to feedback on the new functionality.  

 

QGIS MAPPING SOFTWARE/GIS 

MAP POINT VERIFICATION 

LIVING COLLECTIONS MODULE FOR BOTANIC GARDENS AND ARBORETA 

TRACK CHANGES AND EDITHIST 

TAXA DESCRIPTIONS AND OTHER TEXT ENTRIES 

ASSEMBLY OF SPECIMEN NOTES TO AID PREPARATION OF DESCRIPTIONS 

PLANT USES MODULE 

RDE FILE IMPORTING AND TRACKING 

RDE PROJECT TEMPLATE INCREASE 

RDE RECORD COMPARISONS 

SPECIES FILE REVISIONS 

CULTIVAR NAME STORAGE 

MYSORT FIELD IN MAIN SPECIES FILE 

MERGETO OPTIONS 

TAG OPTIONS 

FORM LAYOUT AND PROJECT FORM BANNERS 

LOCATE AND GOTO A FIELD 

NAGOYA PROTOCOL 

PROJECTS, GRANTS, EXPEDITIONS 

SYSTEM SPEED IMPROVEMENTS 

BRAHMS ONLINE 

BRAHMS ONLINE SERVER INSTALLATION 

WEBCONNECT 

IMAGES AND ZEGAMI 

 

 

 

 

 



QGIS mapping software/GIS 
For those with QGIS installed, if you have upgraded to BRAHMS 7.6.6 or later, you can create distribution 

maps with one click. Not to mention all the analysis stuff on offer. When you map data points from 

BRAHMS, the files MYMAPFILE.DBF and MYMAPFILE.TXT are created in your mapping folder. The TXT file 

can be added to a QGIS map project (together with your other map layers) using the QGIS menu Layer > 

Add a layer > Add a delimited text layer - or the equivalent toolbar option. If you then save this as a QGIS 

project, register the project in BRAHMS using Maps > Saved QGIS… projects, you can then select the saved 

project when mapping and this will then plot the content of your current MYMAPFILE. The BRAHMS QGIS 

map configuration option should point to the qgis.bat file. An example is  c:\program files\qgis 

wien\bin\qgis.bat. 

 

 

 

http://www.qgis.org/en/site/


Map point verification 
 

 

A new toolbar has been added to help with map point and altitude verification in your main botanical 

record file and/or an extract file. Permission to use this feature must be provided for any non-Admin user 

by editing the relevant users access and permission settings. The option adds * to the char*1 field 

LLCHECKED in the botanical records file. Changes to map and altitude data are added to the EDITHIST track 

change memo. If the optional memo field QCMAPNOTE is available in your link file, additional map quality 

control notes can be stored. If online, zoom to google maps. If you right-click on a google map and choose 

'What's here' to locate a new coordinate -  copy the new map coordinates (e.g. 24.403386, 120.837889) to 

the clipboard, this map text string will be auto copied to the googlemaps field when you move your mouse 

over it - and thus to the main lat/long fields. If using the tool in extract files, any edits made to map points 

are saved to your database.  

Living collections module for botanic gardens and arboreta 
 

 

The revised Living Collections form opened here from the Plants file 



The living collections module has been heavily upgraded. Accession and plant data are now separated; 

there are a greater number of accession and plant fields; addition fields have been added to the main 

species file with relevance to gardens and cultivars; improved management of cultivar names; additional 

processing and calculation functions; propagation data; and the living collection forms have been updated. 

Updated documentation is here: 
http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/Content/Projects/brahms/Resources/BRAHMSLivingCollections.pdf 

 

Track changes and EDITHIST  
 

Track changes functionality has been improved to help 

record database edits. Changes are added to the 

EDITHIST memo where this is available. Settings are 

controlled from Admin > Project configuration > 

Track. The memo field EDITHIST can also optionally be 

displayed in the Zoom panel. This option can be 

suppressed using Admin > Project configuration > 

Track > Exclude EDITHIST memo data from data grid 

zoom panel. The EDITHIST memo field can be added 

to any RDE file. 

 

 

Taxa descriptions and other text entries 
Facilities to store descriptive text for species and infra taxa have been extended so that text entries can be 

linked to a publication. Existing text storage fields in the main species file have been maintained (e.g. 

DESCRIP, DISTRIB, ETYMOLOGY). However, it now possible to add texts to the new file taxadescriptions.dbf. 

This file can be opened directly using Taxa > Taxa descriptions or via the main species file form on the 

Descriptions/Text entries tab. 

Text can be added for any category as registered in the TEXTTYPE field. The TEXTYPE entries should be 

registered in your custom lookup dictionary. 

  

Example entries registered in the custom lookup list. FIELD_NAME must be set to ‘TEXTTYPE’. 

 

http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/Content/Projects/brahms/Resources/BRAHMSLivingCollections.pdf


 

Species form showing text entry 

Using the option Tools > Append memo data from … provided in the Taxa > Taxa descriptions file, text 

currently stored in your main species file or any species link field can be transferred to the new taxa 

descriptions file. 

 

The text transfer form opened as a Tools option in the main taxa descriptions file. 

When taxa are queried/extracted, the text descriptions are also extracted and can thus be used in reports. 

In reports, the data are accessed using the file alias name TAXATEXT, for example, taxatext.descrip . 

 

Assembly of specimen notes to aid preparation of descriptions 
When on the Descriptions/Text entries tab on  the main species file form, you can choose Data derived 

from collections and then assemble notes from all collection stored in your database as shown below: 



 

The form includes options to gather plant descriptions and habitat text notes from all botanical record of 

the current species. These notes can then be used to help compile species text descriptions. 

Plant uses module 
The plant uses module has been further developed. Each use can be linked to a selected reference. The 

dictionary of plant uses is opened from Taxa > Plant use dictionary (default list can be imported) and the 

plant-use links themselves viewed and edited form the main species form or directly using Taxa > Plant 

uses. 

 

 

Plant uses can be added from the main species form. 

 

RDE file importing and tracking 
The management of RDE file imports has been further strengthened both to ensure data integrity in multi-

user environments and to track file imports. The RDE import locks have been tighten up so that nobody else 

can import and add records during a given import transaction. The new option Admin > View RDE lock 

history tracks all imports with GUIDs and import times. 

 



RDE project template increase 
The number of RDE project templates has been increased to 5. An RDE file can be selected and set as a 

project template in the RDE file manager using Tools > RDE file project templates. 

 

 

Up to 5 RDE project templates can now be saved. Templates make it easier, especially with networked 

projects with many users, to selected the correct template for the task in hand. In this example 3 of the 5 

templates are in use. 

 

RDE record comparisons 
In RDE for botanical records, the option Tools > Look for similar identical records – checking det 

differences is available to compare botanical records assembled from various sources into a single file. This 

options tags similar or identical records (apparent duplicates) based on the matching criteria selected. The 

field DBID indicates the source of the data (equivalent to DUPS) - ensure DBID has a code to indicate the 

data source.  Matched records with differing dets are tagged as follows in the DETWARN field: Genus 

difference:3; Species difference:2; Any other taxa difference:1. Matched records with the same DBID value 

are tagged * in the SAMEHERB field. The char*1 fields DETWARN and SAMEHERB are auto-added if missing. 

You can add FoxPro commands to further process results. For example, to display records with different 

generic level dets from different herbaria, execute the command: set filter to tag <> " " and detwarn = "3" 

and sameherb = " " 

 

 



 

 

 

Species file revisions 
Mostly linked to development with living collections, a number of new fields are available in the  species 

file. These are generally assembled on the Other details tab 

 

 

Species form showing the Other details tab 



Cultivar name storage 
Cultivar names can be stored more flexibly using single quotes, with capitalized first letter and without 

adding entries to the rank fields. 

 

 

MYSORT field in main species file 
To help sort taxa, you can define and store a text string in the MYSORT field (max 80 chars). This is now 

indexed in BRAHMS and available as a FastSort option in the main species and taxa extract files. Example 

uses of MYSORT are to sort taxa excluding quotation marks from cultivar names (especially useful with 

botanic garden projects) or adding a feature that places ferns or bryophytes etc. before other plants. 

MYSORT can be edited manually but clearly more sensible to use a Fox command or command sequence. 

The following FoxPro command sequence example uses the first 15 characters of the main taxa fields using 

substr(), removes quotes and the × mark using strtran() and finally upper cases the string using upper(). NB. 

The # separates individual commands and the + at the end of the command sequence executes the 

sequence for all records in the file. 

replace mysort with alltrim(substr(fa.faname,1,15)) + alltrim(substr(ge.gename,1,15)) + 

alltrim(substr(sp1,1,15)) + alltrim(substr(rank1,1,2)) + alltrim(substr(sp2,1,15))#replace mysort with 

strtran(mysort, "'", "")#replace mysort with strtran(mysort, "×", "")#replace mysort with upper(mysort)#+   

 

 

Without the MYSORT as used here, names in quotes would not be sorted AZ. 

 



Mergeto options 
Mergeto options have been changed so that the MERGETO values are no longer removed after merging. 

Instead they are set to negative. Negative values are ignored when processing mergeto entries. There are 

also new menu options to switch +ve and –ve mergeto values. 

 

Tag options 
A number of new tag options can be found, some data specific. For example, in the main species file, Tools 

> Extend current tags to all related infra taxa. Another new tag option available in any file is Tag > Tag 

records above and below * tagged records with “!”. This latter option is handy when wanted to process 

sorted records on either side of records already tagged by another function. 

 

Form layout and project form banners 
General improvements to most forms and the option to add your own custom banner on Admin > Project 

configuration > DBID/Banner image. Banner images should be close to 420 px x 90 px. The selected banner 

appears on all main forms. 

 

 

Example banners 

 

  



Locate and goto a field 
The option Goto > Search for/goto a field has been improved offering a drop down of all available fields in 

the current file.  

 

 

 

Nagoya Protocol 
In the European Union, Nagoya came into force on 14th October 2014 with obligations for herbaria and 

botanic gardens to track access to and distribution of material. 

Facilities to record details about herbarium specimens, garden accessions, transactions for the Nagoya 

Protocol have been added with new options in the herbarium visitor file (Herbaria > Herbarium visitors…), 

the main botanical records and living collections forms and also the sources/suppliers form. With botanical 

records, required fields are stored in the link file. 

The Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising 

from their Utilization (ABS) to the Convention on Biological Diversity is a supplementary agreement to the 

Convention on Biological Diversity. It provides a transparent legal framework for the effective 

implementation of one of the three objectives of the CBD: the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising 

out of the utilization of genetic resources.  



 

Sample Nagoya form 

 

Projects, grants, expeditions    
Projects and expeditions can be added to the new file using Herbaria > Projects, grants, expeditions. Here 

you can store details such the project name and code, start and end dates, funders, grant code, grant 

recipient, deadline, team members and comments. Projects can be linked to individual collections if the link 

file memo field PROJECT is added to the botanical record link file. A look up (activated if this field is present) 

is provided on the main bot rec form. Project links are stored as one to many codes. When data are 

extracted, the full project name(s) are added to the extract file and can this be used for reporting purposes. 

 

System speed improvements 
Data grids in BRAHMS speeded up in some cases, especially when the forms are opened in the main taxa 

and botanical records files. This is because now, form processing and calculation options only take place for 

a particular tab option if that tab has been clicked. For example, previously, in the main species file form, 

botanical record, common name, uses and synonyms lists were compiled and updated per species as you 

moved through the grid regardless of whether these tabs had been selected. In 7.6, the extra data 

assembly only takes place if a tab has been clicked. 

BRAHMS online 
BRAHMS online: BOL has been upgraded on all fronts from query through to text, image and map 

presentation. Faster all round, BOL now connects to MSSQL and PostgreSQL databases. The revised system 

is responsive/mobile friendly. 



 

Data grids are faster and more highly configurable. As project manager, you can set default data fields, 

fields names, width and order directly from your website. 

 

 

Flexible map presentation and map searching options are provided. 

 
 

 

BRAHMS online server installation 
Using newly developed scripts, it is now possible to install and configure BRAHMS online on your own 

server running Windows Server 2008, 2008R2 or 2012 or later with data storage in MSSQL or PostgreSQL. 

Please note that the current scripted installer is only provided for MSSQL data storage – but you can 

contact the BRAHMS project team at advisory@brahmsonline.com to discuss installation using PostgreSQL. 

The installation procedure and all downloads, prepared by Andrew Liddell, are available on: 

http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/Content/Software/Bol/BOL.html 

mailto:advisory@brahmsonline.com
http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/Content/Software/Bol/BOL.html


WebConnect 
WebConnect allows you to create and develop websites using BRAHMS online on a selected server. It also 

provides options to upload and remove data and images for your database. WebConnect has been mostly 

re-written to connect to the new BRAHMS online system which now uses Bootstrap for website design and 

layout with an underlying CSS. As before, websites can be designed with no web development experience. 

However, those with the knowhow, can take advantage of all Bootstrap has to offer. Some useful CSS and 

Bootstrap links: 

http://www.cssbasics.com 
http://getbootstrap.com/  
http://www.w3schools.com/bootstrap/  
http://getbootstrap.com/getting-started/#examples  
http://getbootstrap.com/css/  
http://getbootstrap.com/2.3.2/base-css.html  
http://www.helloerik.com/the-subtle-magic-behind-why-the-bootstrap-3-grid-works 
 
 

  

All pages and CSS are now managed from the Website design tab.  

 

 

One of the Project files tabs 

http://www.cssbasics.com/
http://getbootstrap.com/
http://www.w3schools.com/bootstrap/
http://getbootstrap.com/getting-started/#examples
http://getbootstrap.com/css/
http://getbootstrap.com/2.3.2/base-css.html
http://www.helloerik.com/the-subtle-magic-behind-why-the-bootstrap-3-grid-works


 

Data are now uploaded from extract files or via a batch upload process 

 

Images and Zegami 
The last decade has seen a vast increase in the use of images by research botanists and herbaria. 

Searchable online, producing field guides, identification keys, assisting with herbarium curation and more. 

A flexible tool called Zegami has been developed to display, filter, sort, graph and analyse images with their 

metadata. We are currently exploring its use linked to BRAHMS and BRAHMS online. Zegami sites can be 

linked to BRAHMS online. Several examples have been now been developed, For example The Morton 

Arboretum  garden plants and herbarium specimens.  Some sample Zegami site screens follow: 

 

 

http://zegami.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/collections/MortonArbGarden/
http://zegami.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/collections/MortonArbHerbarium/


 

 

 

 

For further information, visit the Zegami website or contact Stephen Taylor: stephen.taylor@imm.ox.ac.uk. 

 

http://zegami.com/
mailto:stephen.taylor@imm.ox.ac.uk


 

A crude example of some basic image analysis based on getting a foreground/background overall RGB value 

and putting it in the metadata so these can be queried and sorted. This was done using basic cropping and 

ImageMagick. A scatter plot of the Foreground R vs G helps isolate images containing different spectrums. 

All in development. 

  

  


